


C o m p a n y   
B r a n d  H i s t o r y
The first campus newspaper, The Oklahoma A&M Mirror, began in 1895, five years 
after the university opened. The first journalism course was offered in 1910, 
but the School of Journalism didn’t open until 1937. The School of Journalism 
has since changed to the School of Media and Strategic Communications and 
has grown from a few students in 1937 to more than 600 students majoring in 
SMSC programs (OSU SMSC, 2013).

M a r k e t  I m a g e
The School of Media and Strategic Communications has fairly consistent branding 
in utilizing the current logo for the school itself, but the master’s programs do 
not have any distinction or continuity in their logo or marketing publications. 
There is room for growth in this area. The graduate program should have their 
own branding and utilize that material in all print and media advertising.

P r o d u c t  l i n e
The SMSC has two options for master’s degrees. People interested in pursuing 
a higher academic degree or teaching at a university should look into the “Thesis 
Option.” Having a thesis before pursuing a doctorate will provide doctoral 
students an advantage in writing a dissertation. For people mainly focused 
on advancing their media careers, the “Project/Creative Component Option” 
will provide hands-on experience, allowing them to expand and diversify their 
portfolios (OSU SMSC, 2013).

Te c h n o l o g y  a n d  e x p e r i e n c e
The School of Media and Strategic Communications has a daily, student-run 
newspaper called The Daily O’Collegian. The school also has a cable television 
news program and a student cable radio station, KXZY. Oklahoma State 
University recently launched an online video network called OState.tv. SMSC 
students and faculty have been able to play a role in helping with content 
and editing for the network, offering an experience-oriented laboratory (Archer, 
2012). The school also has three Apple computer labs accessible to students. 
Each of these assets provide OSU SMSC Undergraduate students hands-on 
experience, and the resources available can and should be marketed within the 
graduate school advertisements. 

E n v i r o n m e n t a l  & 
O r g a n i z a t i o n a l 

A n a l y s i s



C u l t u r e
Because Oklahoma State’s School of Media and Strategic Communications is 
nationally accredited, its focus is on teaching the best practices in the industry 
to equip its students for the real world. The culture is one focusing on ethical 
decision making and producing work that reflects the quality education students 
receive (OSU SMSC, 2013).

G o a l s
According to the Graduate Marketing Plan obtained from the School of Media 
and Strategic Communications graduate advisers, the marketing goals for the 
graduate programs include targeting admissions and undergraduate counselors, 
as well as professors in the communications field in Big 12 schools and states 
neighboring Oklahoma, creating a presence at local, regional, national and 
international conferences, and contacting alumni associations from other 
universities to find communications graduates who are working in the industry 
(2009).

C u s t o m e r s

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s
The market for the OSU SMSC graduate program is professionals working in 
the Tulsa and Oklahoma City areas, as well as qualified international students 
or other industry professionals seeking the possibility of an online degree. The 
target demographic is Generation X, incorporating an age range from 26-46. 
 
M a r k e t  s i z e
Tulsa is home to 25.1 percent of all Oklahomans, according to the City of 
Tulsa website. The population is about 905,755. According to the 2000 Census, 
38,287 Tulsans completed graduate school, accounting for 7 percent of Tulsa’s 
population. Tulsa has a strong market for higher education based on 2000 Census 
data. Less than 1 percent of the population has no formal education and 53.4 
percent of the population has either taken college courses but hasn’t completed 
their degree or has obtained a college degree.  The estimated population of 
Oklahoma City in 2011 was 591,967 for the city and 1,252,987 for the metro-
areas, according to the United States Census Bureau. The Oklahoma City area 
experienced a 2.1 percent growth from 2010 to 2011. About 85 percent of 
residents 25 years old or older have a high school diploma according to data 
gathered from 2007-2011, which is about one percent lower than the state 
average. The number of residents in OKC 25 years old or older with Bachelor’s 
degrees or higher is about 4 percent higher than the state average. About 8 
percent of residents already have a Graduate degree.

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s



G r o w t h
The Tulsa Chamber of Commerce estimates the number of Tulsans completing 
graduate school jumped to 49,007 in 2011, accounting for 7.9 percent of Tulsa’s 
population. The increase in Tulsans taking college courses with uncompleted 
degrees have combined with Tulsans who have obtained college degrees 
experienced a 3.4 percent rise in 2011.  In Oklahoma City, the median household 
income is $44,973 according to data collected from 2007-2011. The mean 
household income is about $700 higher than the average median household 
income for the state. About 17.1 percent of OKC residents are living below 
the poverty line, which is about one percent higher than the overall Oklahoma 
average.

Wa n t s / N e e d s
A survey distributed to grad students in May 2010 at Concordia University 
of Chicago gives insight to the wants and needs of grad students. Students 
indicated that they desired increased communication about existing services, 
increased attentiveness about graduate student needs and more individualized 
academic advising (Blaess & Grant, 2010). 

B e n e f i t s / M o t i v a t i o n s
Those who complete graduate school earn more money throughout their career. 
An article by Kathleen Ganster, published for G.I Jobs says, “Employees with a 
post-graduate degree earned an average of $79,342, compared to $58,062 for 
those with Bachelor’s Degree.” Ganster continues by saying, “It isn’t just about 
the earning potential, it increases the chances of employment.” Statistics from 
BLS indicate from 2006-2016 the amount of jobs requiring a Master’s degree 
will increase 20 percent.

In 2010, Oklahoma City University enrolled 3,750 students, according to 
OpenSite.com, an online college information database. Slightly more men enrolled 
in graduate programs at OCU. More women enrolled in Undergrad programs 
than men. Women accounted for 62 percent of Undergrad enrollment. Men 
accounted for 53 percent of Graduate school enrollment at OCU. 
 

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s



C o n t e x t

E c o n o m i c  F a c t o r s
An online economic database called Economy Watch shows inflation in the U.S. 
has been rising from 2010 to present. The inflation rate increased 1.646 percent 
in 2010, 1.713 percent in 2011 and 1.605 percent in 2012. The inflation rate 
is projected to continue increasing through 2016. Although inflation is steadily 
rising in the United States, the U.S. inflation rate in 2010 was significantly lower 
than the world average inflation rate, which was about 4.73 percent.

According to Allison Linn of NBC News (2012), “Between 2005 and 2010, Gen 
X saw the largest decline in median household net worth.” Linn references the 
2010 Census Bureau Study by stating, “Households led by 35- to 44-year-olds 
saw the biggest percent decline in household median net worth.” The household 
net worth declined by 59 percent. In 2005 the median household net worth for 
this group was $80,521, but in 2010 this amount changed to $33,200 (Linn, 
2012). The study finds that the housing market bust and stock market decline 
are the main reasons for the drop in median household net worth.

NBC conducted a poll in 2012 asking respondents if they were better or worse 
off financially now than they were in 2005. Fifty-one percent stated they were 
worse off financially (Linn, 2012).   

L a b o r  e n v i r o n m e n t
The job outlook for media and public relations management is under growth. 
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2012), 21 percent growth is 
projected in media management from 2010-2020. This growth is considered 
faster than average in the United States because the average growth rate is 
only 14 percent (BLS, 2012). The minimum degree required for public relations 
management is a bachelor’s degree, but employers are beginning to prefer 
a master’s degree. “In 2010, one-fourth of public relations managers held a 
master’s degree” (BLS, 2012).  The median annual pay for managers was 
$91,810 in May 2010 (BLS, 2012). The job outlook based on BLS statistics 
show growth based on employer’s needs for public image in the era of social 
media and convergence. 

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s



C o l l a b o r a t o r s / c o m p l e m e n t o r s
The OSU SMSC graduate program is offered as one graduate degree within 
the OSU Graduate College. According to the OSU Graduate College (2013), 
there are almost 200 programs, options and certificates for advanced degrees. 
There are more than 1,000 faculty members in the Graduate College, and they 
are supported “by internal funding and by a strong base of externally sponsored 
research” (Graduate College, 2013). The OSU Graduate College is known as a 
research-extensive program, which is used to recruit students as well as help 
draw funding. There are a number of graduate teaching assistant and graduate 
research assistant positions available within the Graduate College to assist 
graduate students with experience as well as provide financial assistance. The 
OSU SMSC graduate program is considered a department of the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 

The OSU SMSC program has nine graduate professors in Stillwater and Tulsa. 
All nine graduate professors have doctorates, which is a requirement for hires 
with the OSU SMSC graduate program. According to Frank Washkuch, the 
news editor for PR News, “years of experience and journalistic ability were 
usually the most valued assets in a newsroom, advanced academic degrees - 
from a master’s upward - are essential at most colleges and universities” (2009). 
The combination of real world experience and advanced academic degrees 
are essential in the teaching of media management in the convergence era for 
advanced degree programs (Washkuch, 2009).  

The Accrediting Council on Education in Journalism and Mass Communication 
has 109 accredited programs at both the undergraduate and graduate level 
at universities across the country.  For 2012-2013, OSU offers accredited 
degrees in sports media, strategic communication and multimedia journalism 
at the undergraduate level.  Although the OSU SMSC graduate program does 
not currently have an accredited master’s degree, there are 25 accredited 
professional master’s degree programs throughout the United States (AEJMC, 
2012).  AEJMC’s mission is to improve the standards of all journalism programs 
to create a better professional practice (AEJMC, 2012).

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s



C o m p e t i t i o n
In Oklahoma, there are three schools directly competing with Oklahoma State 
University for graduate students in the journalism or mass communications 
arenas. Those schools are: 
 Northeastern State University
  Master of Arts in communication
 University of Central Oklahoma
  Master of Arts in human communication
 University of Oklahoma
  Master’s degree in journalism and mass communication with journalism 
  or professional writing options
  Master’s degree in professional writing
  Doctorate in mass communications

In the Big 12 conference, there are seven schools directly competing with 
Oklahoma State University for graduate students in the journalism or mass 
communications arenas. Those schools are:
 Baylor University
  Master of Arts in journalism, public relations and new media
 Iowa State University
  Master of Science: journalism and mass communication
 Kansas State University
  Master of Science in journalism and mass communication
 Texas Christian University
  Master of Science in journalism: advertising/public relations
 Texas Tech University
  Master of Arts in mass communication
 University of Kansas
  Master of Science in marketing communications
 University of Texas
  Master of Arts in journalism: research and theory

Other competitors directly competing with Oklahoma State University are online 
graduate degree programs in the journalism or mass communications arenas 
such as West Virginia University or the University of Florida with online programs 
in integrated marketing communication and mass communication, respectively.
Indirect competitors include other popular programs such as Master of Business 
Administration programs at universities.

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s



Competitors’ tuition varies significantly:

Lowest: $198.15 per credit hour - Northeaster State University, Tahlequah, 
Okla.

Highest: $1,274 per credit hour - Baylor University, Waco, Texas
Oklahoma State University: $273.55 per credit hour

**Rates include associated fees as per respective universities’ tuition 
estimators**

The admissions and graduation requirements vary across programs. Most 
graduate programs require a 3.0-3.2 GPA in undergraduate coursework for 
admission to the program, but some schools have exceptions. All graduate 
schools require a formal test before admission, usually the GRE. Some schools 
accept the GMAT or LSAT. Score requirements vary, and some schools only 
require scores to be competitive (loosely defined). All graduate schools require 
between 30-39 graduate hours to graduate from the program. Graduate 
schools vary on final capstone course and/or project. Options include passing a 
comprehensive exam, a campaign or hands-on project, or a thesis.

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s



Ta r g e t  1
“ R a c h e l ”
Working professional in communications primarily emphasized in the public 
relations field

25-34 years old

Income between $25,000-$49,999

Member of professional societies like PRSA and IABC

Lives in Oklahoma

Not married and no children

Bachelor’s degree with no master’s degree coursework

Went to school at Oklahoma State or school within the region (Oklahoma,Texas, 
Kansas)

Primarily still in their first job post graduation

Received work experience while pursuing an undergraduate degree in the field 

G r a d u a t e  S c h o o l  A t t e n d a n c e  D e c i s i o n
Believes that attending a master’s program would be beneficial to her career.

Believes that the skill level of someone with a master’s degree is the same as 
someone without. However, in order to be promoted and receive his or her 
desired salary, a master’s degree is necessary to be competitive in  the industry.

Nervous about the time commitment and debt load because the professional is 
still paying off undergraduate debt as well as still receiving a small salary.

Drawn to the affordability of a program, but still values a quality education. 

Willing to approach employer about compensation to pursue graduate degree.

Not necessarily aware of Oklahoma State SMSC graduate program over any 
other program in the area.  

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s



U s a g e  D y n a m i c s
Extremely busy and would be willing to attend night classes to be able to still 
work while in graduate school.

Prefer to attend class after work from 5-10 p.m.

Believe work experience is just as important as master’s program, so the 
professional would want to continue to work while pursuing the degree.

Would prefer a hybrid option because there is a need for time flexibility but still 
would like the classroom experience.

C o m m u n i c a t i o n  P r e f e r e n c e
Avid social media user especially for professional usage. 

Prefers to get information from Twitter because of the instantaneous updates 
and short, bulleted information

Half of the professionals received information from professional organizations, 
especially through email. This is a trusted source of information and networking 
opportunity. 

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s



Ta r g e t  2
“ C h a n d l e r ”
25 to 34 years old 

Graduated from OSU between 2000 and 2011

Have only been in their current career for less than year to five years. This is 
the first job post graduation.

Making $25,000-$49,999, which is enough money to sustain their living. However, 
he would like to make money in order to get married and have a family.

Currently single and no children

Attends OSU athletic events, which is their primary interaction with the university 
currently.

Lives in Oklahoma metropolitan areas (Tulsa, Oklahoma City, Edmond)

Has made small donations to the university for student scholarship and would like 
to give more in the future. Prefers to give to the department that he graduated 
from.

G r a d u a t e  S c h o o l  A t t e n d a n c e  D e c i s i o n
Has considered graduate school in the past, but is unsure about its purpose in 
his career. 

Familiar with the Oklahoma State brand and would describe their experience at 
OSU as beneficial, useful, valuable and worthwhile.

The greatest barrier to going to graduate school is the increased debt load. 
However, Chandler wants to attend graduate school 1-5 years after entering 
the work force.

Currently not satisfied with his career, but could be in the future. 

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s



U s a g e  D y n a m i c s
Willing to attend graduate school but only part time so he can continue to work 
and make a salary.

Preferred online class or a hybrid program with their busy work schedule.

He wants to be challenged and learn from the experience, which is one of his 
main concerns about an online only program

C o m m u n i c a t i o n  P r e f e r e n c e s
When making donations to a charity or the university, he prefers to do it once 
a year and online. Prefers to be asked for donations during the late fall for tax 
purposes. 

Knows little about the graduate program at OSU and would prefer more 
outreach from the program to increase visibility. The little familiarity he has with 
the program is from word of mouth.

Prefers email from the school for marketing, so he can look at it at his own 
convenience.  Also likes to be communicated with through TV and newspaper 
because of the credibility of the sources.

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s



Ta r g e t  3
“ M o n i c a ”
An undergraduate from Small Town, Okla.

Studying at Oklahoma State University for her degree in strategic communications

18-24 years old

Low income, school is paid by combination of parents and loans

Has part-time job and/or internship during the summer

A c a d e m i c  p e r s p e c t i v e
As an undergraduate, Monica isn’t aware of SMSC’s graduate program or 
anything it entails, but is considering graduate school as an option to consider 
after her undergraduate degree.

Monica likes the online component in addition to the traditional classroom setting.

Monica feels that Stillwater isn’t a great place to make connections and get 
real-world experience in addition to her education.

Monica maintains a 3.0 grade point average and is likely involved in at least one 
or more extracurricular activities.

S o c i a l  p e r s p e c t i v e
She uses social media heavily, using various sites such as Facebook, Instagram, 
Pintrest, Tumblr and Twitter.

Monica has a cell phone, laptop computer and iPod. Two out of the three devices 
have Internet access and connectivity.

Monica constantly texts and uses Facebook/Twitter, while emails and phone 
calls are distant secondary modes of communication.

Monica learns about events and happenings throughout her community and the 
world through social media sites and word of mouth rather than traditional news 
outlets.

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s



P o t e n t i a l  u s e r
Monica already lives within a commutable distance to Stillwater, and relocation 
for graduate school isn’t necessary.

Monica may want to get more experience in the industry before pursuing graduate 
school, because her professors emphasize experience over instruction – this 
may include relocation to a different region of the country. 

Monica has a low expendable income and would rely on her family or financial 
aid for payment.

Monica would most likely work part-time during school, which may include an 
assistantship, internship or other customer service job.

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s



Ta r g e t  4 
“ J o e y ”
International students from China, South Korea and India approximately 22-30 
years-old.

Most international students rely on their parents for funding

Many are part of exchange programs 

Prefer to be near big cities

On campus involvement is important for international students.

Like to socialize with other foreign students to stay connected to their culture

Would like to eventually return to their home country 

A c a d e m i c  M o t i v a t i o n s
Career advancement 

Ability to obtain a higher income 

Many international students believe a master’s degree in communications would 
be somewhat beneficial to their career.
 
P r e f e r e n c e s  f o r  r e c e i v i n g  I n f o r m a t i o n 
International students preferred e-mail, word of mouth, and social media as 
their primary source of receiving school-related information

The most favored method of receiving information by international students is 
e-mail

D i f f i c u l t i e s  
Media and communications is not a particularly transferrable field for international 
students.

The majority of international students go into other majors. 

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s



Ta r g e t  5
“ R o s s ”
A graduate from the Tulsa, Okla. area

Studying at Oklahoma State University for his master’s degree in media 
management.

A c a d e m i c  p e r s p e c t i v e
Ross chose to attend graduate school for the advancement opportunities.

Ross chose SMSC as his graduate school because he has previous ties to the 
OSU community, and views the reputation of the school as credible.

Ross maintains a 3.73 grade point average and involved in extra curricular 
activities relating to his degree program.

Ross likes the small class attention, but wants enough students to make the 
class more dynamic and interactive.

S o c i a l  p e r s p e c t i v e
While participating in social media, Ross prefers to hear important news and 
events by email or word of mouth rather than a Facebook update.

Ross lives by himself, likely an apartment that is within commuting distance to 
reach the Tulsa-Stillwater shuttle bus. 

Ross is less involved than undergraduate students and is more dedicated to his 
studies and his work.

P o t e n t i a l  U s e r
Ross likely has about $20,900 in student loan debt after graduating with his 
undergraduate degree.

Ross has an income of less than $30,000 and doesn’t work full-time – Ross 
receives aid in the form of student loans, assistantships or other financial aid. 

Ross previously worked in the industry for two years or less before pursuing 
graduate school.

Ta r g e t  M a r k e t s



P r i m a r y  R e s e a r c h
Catalyst Consulting Group conducted primary research on the alumni and 
donors of Oklahoma State through personal interviews and surveys. The group 
via telephone or email conducted ten personal interviews during February. Most 
of the donors worked for the OSU Foundation or were referred by the OSU 
Foundation or SMSC faculty. All donors were alumni of OSU’s undergraduate 
program. The interviews provided a deeper understanding of the giving habits 
of donors throughout the university and the factor’s that influence the desire 
for giving to specific programs. The key findings helped the group glean the 
importance of when to ask donors for money and how to best communicate 
with donors. Donors looked to give during late fall for tax purposes, which 
means communication should happen specifically between September and 
December. Donors also wanted to be contacted through email. Seven out of 
the ten donors had previously given to student scholarship, and all donors 
mentioned the importance of student scholarship in their interview. Showing the 
student scholarship opportunities in the OSU SMSC program could be the best 
way to garner greater donor support. OSU SMSC needs to increase visibility 
of the program to donors not only OSU SMSC graduates but also donors from 
other programs. The graduate program needs to clearly show how the funds 
will benefit the students of the program because that was important to all the 
donors interviewed. 

The group also conducted 91 surveys of OSU alumni and donors. The 
respondents completed their undergraduate degree and none or varying degrees 
of graduate coursework. Most of the alumni surveyed were in communications 
field with 23 percent surveyed part of the public relations field specifically. 
More than half of those surveyed felt a person with a master’s degree was 
equally proficient to a person with a bachelor’s degree, yet many recognized 
that a master’s was important for promotion purposes. The greatest barriers 
to enrolling in a graduate program were money and time. Offering a hybrid of 
online and in class coursework was valued by alumni participants because of 
the flexibility of the coursework while still giving the opportunity for the high 
quality of a program associated with class interaction. Alumni also indicated 
that the strength of the program determines the institution where they choose 
to learn. The groups to target for graduate school interest have 1-5 years of 
experience or are new graduates. This information will be helpful in creating the 
campaign to determine what alumni of the school to target with our message. 

P r i m a r y  R e s e a r c h



Research outcomes were shared from other groups on the other four target 
markets: international students, current graduate students, undergraduate 
students and working professionals. International students and graduate 
students were researched through ethnography and personal interview. Key 
findings for graduate students were similar to the findings for alumni and working 
professionals. The key barriers to enrollment were time and money. Also graduate 
students were attracted to hybrid programs. The implication for the campaign 
is that similar message tactics can be used for working professionals and OSU 
alumni because the benefits sought by the group are similar to current graduate 
students. The research for working professionals was conducted through 
personal interview and survey findings. Working professionals emphasized the 
importance of flexible hours or night hours. Undergraduates were researched 
through survey and focus group. Most undergraduates recognized the 
importance of work experience prior to or concurrent with graduate school 
The SMSC graduate program should emphasize the possibility of concurrent 
degrees while still working because all target markets mentioned the importance 
of this. Time and money opportunities need to be clarified to all target markets 
to increase graduate program importance in the groups.

P r i m a r y  R e s e a r c h



S W O T
S t r e n g t h
Visibility and recognition associated with SMSC undergraduate program, which 
is an accredited program. There is a clear brand and logo for the undergraduate 
program.

Location in OSU-Tulsa offers convenience for working professionals in the area 
as well as big city appeal valued by international students.

Offer media management degree aligned to the convergence era of media. This 
is a holistic and unique degree offering for a graduate program. 

Affordable tuition rates compared to other Big 12 graduate programs.

Faculty is well trained with PhD requirements and known for experience in the 
field, which increases program prestige in the mind of students.

We a k n e s s
Little scholarship available and money is a major barrier to enrollment for potential 
students. There are also few graduates from SMSC graduate program. Donors 
prefer to give to programs they have been a part of in the past.

Little to no visibility for the program even among past SMSC undergraduate 
students. The graduate program is not well known within the working professional 
community, which is a primary target market for the program.

Limited growth potential because acquiring more faculty with PhD requirement 
is difficult.

Currently in a weak position to develop curriculum further and grow the program 
as the enrollment in Tulsa lags. 

Undergraduate program is captive audience for marketing while in school but 
does not capitalize on the opportunity. Even though some work experience is 
necessary for applicants, using the undergraduate program as initial contact 
with participants is effective.

Not many assistantships are available in the program to help offset costs. 

S W O T



O p p o r t u n i t y
Stillwater campus is centrally located between Oklahoma City and Tulsa pulling 
potential graduate students from both cities. All target markets showed a 
willingness to commute an hour to graduate classes.

Growing popularity of online or hybrid program among the target markets, which 
makes the time concern less relevant.

The cost of living in Oklahoma is reasonable for students looking to relocate. Cost 
and debt load is important to potential students and Oklahoma is considered 
affordable. 

T h r e a t s
Economy is getting stronger so enrollment is decreasing as more people are 
pursuing jobs instead of continuing to graduate school

University of Oklahoma has a college of communications with multiple graduate 
degree programs. OU has main pull from Oklahoma City market.

There are various online degree programs that are well established for mass 
communication including West Virginia and the University of Florida.

Students and professionals indicate they would rather pursue a master’s in 
business rather than a master’s in mass communication. The master’s in mass 
communication is seen as less credible, translatable in the workplace and 
valuable than an MBA.

S W O T
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